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Budget ·u
rce
Faculty Reductions
Because of a reduction in the budget for the College of Arts and Sciences, Vice President for
Academic Affairs Chester Travelstead has authorized a cut of five positions from the staff.
Dean of Arts and Sciences Nathaniel Wollman Tuesday said the staff has now been reduced from
339 to 335-and because of previous arrangements to appoint two positions within the economics
and anthropology departments, the cuts will have to come from four other departments: English,
Mathematics and Sta~istics, Modern and Classical L;mguages, and Speech Communications.
Although these four departments are among those Wollman criticized for not complying with
certain grading standards, he said that was not the reasoning behind the cuts.
The Speech department feels they ar~ being hit the hardest because, as Chairman R. Wayne Pace
said, "This is the third cut in our department in two years. We think it's hurting us very badly. It's
putting us in a terrible bind."
In spite of the cuts, Pace said the enrollment in Speech Communications continues to grow and
they are having to revise their whole program.
For more details see page two.

Dean Wollman

FormerUNnfLobbymtSeeksSeat
By DICK KELLEHER
Of the Lobo Staff

Former ASUNM Lobbyist Sebastian (Chapo) Ramirez has
announced his candidacy for the Democratic nomination for
County Commissioner from District 4.
"My acceuibility will be as good as anyone's," Ramirez said.
"I'm not married, 10 I'll be aerving full-time as County
Commiuioner."
Ramirez said that if elected, he will be able to be contacted at
his home or office any time of the day or night.
While Ramirez said that most attention is being focused on the
city mayor and council races, he believes "a lot of people are
missing the boat. The position of County Commissioner, if used
wiaely, could be very effective to both the city and county."
Ramirez, whose district goes to the freeway on the north, First
Street on the east and the CO\lnty line on the west and south, is
running in one of the poorest aections of the county.
urm not going to change the area in two years. 1be wheels
need to be greaaed before they can be moved. I'm going to stick

my neck out. The ramifications for me are not as harsh as they
are for the older politicians."
Drugs and ripoffs are a big problem in his district, and Ramirez
said he would be willing to go out and "get my hands dirty trying
to right these wrongs.
"One important issue (during the election campaign) is going
to be the city-county jail. Jfwill be funded jointly by the city and
county, along with federal funds," Ramirez said. "The big issue
will be its location. Nobody wants it in their backyard."
He said that the South Valley has been one site discussed as a
possible location for the jail.
One of the duties of the County Commission is the
"dissemination of federal funds," he said. "Counties are better
off because of federal funding."
The county receives and controls federal funding for projects
as highways, water easements, and in some cases, public schools.
Ramirez said, "I will look into federal. impact funds for public
schools"
·

(continued on page 9)
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Chapo Ramirez

Hungry Vending Machines
Demand An Extra. Nickel
If you f)ave the sneaking suspicion that campus vending machine prices are higher than they were
at the start of the month, you will be glad(?) to know that you're not imagining things.
On March fifteenth canned drinks, coffee and candy prices rose by 50 to 75 per cent. So now you
can pay 15 cents for a ten-cent bar of candy and 20 cents for an old fashioned fifteen·center.
UNM Director of Auxilliaries and Services Bill Bierbaum okayed the price increases but says he
feels as bad about them as we do.
For more details on this latest example of galloping inflation see page five.

•

Budget Proposal Sparks
Student Senate Debate.
See Page 4

Arts and Sciences To Lose Seven Faculty
Cuts To Be Made
In E-nglish, Speech~
Math, Languages
o,· GICORGJ: JOHNSON

"
'
and SCOTT EATON
or rhet,nbo Staff
five p(,sitions in the College of Arts and Sciences
will be elimin:lled next yeitr resulting in the loss of
seven faculty members. dean of Arts and Sciences
Nathunicl Wollman said Monday,
The cuts are being made bec;iuse of a reduction in
the number of authorized staff members for Arts and
Sdcncc' made bv Vice Prc,ident for Ac;tdemk Aff;lirs. Chester Tnt\·clstead,
Tral'cl\tcad'~ cuts ilre ba.,cd on a reduction in the
budget for the College of Arts and Sciences f11r next
yeur.
Wollman said the ilUthoritcd staff has been cut
from 339 to 335. Because of previous arrungcments
made to appoint two positions ·one in economics and
one in anthropology-five present positions have to be
cut. Wollman said,
THE CUTS. WOLLMAN has decided. will be
made in four departments: English. Mathemutics and
Stutistks, Modern und Classical Languages, and
Speech CommunicatJons.
·
The four departments arc among those Wollman
has criticized for not complying with his grading
stundards by giving too many high grades.
"That's not the reason those departments were
chosen," Wollman said, "but maybe that wouldn't
have been such a bad idea,"
Wollman said that the fact that he cut the two
high-grading departmj:nts in the college-English and
Modern and Classical Languages-is largely a coincidence.

lie suid he made cuts in dcpilnments that C(luld
most eusily handle the burden.
BECAUSE OF TI-lE CUTS. the English depurt·
ment will lose four part-time positions held by Michel
Butor. Harvena Richter, Shuron Barba and Ken
Johnson.
The chairman of the English department. Dr.
Joseph Zavadil, expressed concern for the loss of
Richter. but he said Barba und Johnson were scheduled to leave UNM anyway.
Zavudil also said that the English dep<trtment's
relationship with Butor is "a very complicated arrangement, becuuse he also leaches in other departments.

The four departments that will be.
cut are among those that Wollman has
previously cited as not complying with
his grading standards by giving too
many high grades, but Wollman termed
the cuts in those departments as a
"coincidence."
"Harvcna Richter is a very important person to our
creative writing program. We'll do our best to w\lfk
out a continuation." Zavudil said. "There's an app,cnl
going on. so it may be a little soon yet robe giving 'up.
I'm hoping to get some response from the vice
president (Chester Travelstead)."
RICHTER HAS BEEN at UNM part·time since
the 1969-70 academic year, Zavadil said. He said she
has been active in womcns studies. teaching the novel
and working on the papers of her father. novelist
Conrad Richter.
The Mathcmatics and Statistics department will
lose one full-time position held by Carlos FordLivene, a specialist in teaching maih to students with
mathematics deficiencies. Ford-Livene was leaving at
the end of this year but would normally have been
replaced.
Mathematics and Statistics Department Chairman

Before Killing Himself

Naked Man Kills Girl,
Rapes Sister, Assaults Two
COLDWATER.
MICH.
(UI'I)-A young man, naked and
berserk. raped and beat his step- ·
sister. stabbed to death it teen-age
girl. then shot and stabbed two
other persons Tuesday before killing himself'.
Authorities said Donitld M. Hurley. 22. attacked his sleJNister.
Mrs. Dolores Anne Winter. 29,
mother of two children. then
SC\'CrcJy beat her with a natiron.
innicted multiple stab wounds on
an 18-year-old girl. shot another
girl in the stomach and critically
wounded a teen-age youth.
He then shot himself twice in the
chest with it 22-caliber rine. One of
the bullets entered his heart.
The attacks happened about 30
minutes and some three miles
apart. l'olice said they could not
figure out how Hurley. naked
except for a jacket and without a
car. crossed from one part of this
rural town to the other.
Sheriffs deputies and city police

said an uutopsy showed Hurley's
brain had been damaged when he
suffered a head wound ~ome years
earlier.
"There were also some drugs
found out at the house." an officer
said. "and maybe that had something to do with it."
Sheriff' Keith L. Wilhelm said
Hurley's body also had a stab
wound in the groin. It was found in
<t house outside the city limits.
A Iso in the house were Victoria
Anne Dillow. 18. who was dead on
arriv<tl at a local hospital of multiple stab wounds to the neck and
upper bad, and Louise Starr. 19.
who was shot in the stomach.
About a mile away. sittine, in a
car deputies found Jeffrey Kemmer. 19. suffering from serious.
though still undisclosed. wounds.
Wilhelm said the Dillon and
Starr girls and Kemmer lived in the
house and Hurley nearby.
Miss Starr and Kemmer were
both in critical condition.

Prescriptions filled
Lenses replace

9 : 00_ 6~gTICIANS

Mon.-Fri.

Sot.

9:00-~:00

511 Wyomins NE

Also admitted to the C!Jidwatcr
Health Center was the step-sister.
She told p1llice Hurley and another
man called at her home early Tuesday morning. The other nian left
and Hurley went to bed. She said
she retired to another ronm.
A few minutes later H urlcv went
to her room. beat her with 'it flatiron. attacked her, beat her again.
and fled from the house. she said.
A few minutes later. one of Mrs.
Winter's two sons told police he
had seen "Uncle Don" naked and
beating his mother. When Hurley
left. the boy called neighbors for
hel .

Lamhert Koopmans s1tid the loss of Ford-Livcnc did
111>1 really come 1ts a surprise.
"TI-lE LOSS WILL HURT us ·slightly. but not as
much us it would a sm<tller department. It always
causes a little bit of tightening up." he snid. ''Knowing
that you lwve a position that you're only filling on a
tcmpor<~ry basis. you're nlways aware that this could
happen." he said.
The Modern and Classical Languages department
will lose u fractional position held by Butor (who is
ulso working with the English deptlrtment) an\1 a
part-time position in Portuguese held by Marie
Sovereign.
Speech Communications will lose \lllC position
held bv Hilitfv Hontn Horan would not have returned uci<.t year· but normally would also have been
rcplitced.
SPEECH COMMUNICATIONS C'hairmun R.
Wayne Pncc said the loss of Horan would endunger
the qu.tlity of education in the Speech C'ommunicutions department.
"This is the third cut in our dcp<trtrncnt in two
years. We think it's hurting us vcrv badly. It's putting
us in u terrible hind," l1e said.
·
Pace said thllt the enrollment in the Speech Communicati(JIIS dcpt~rtmcnt lws been increasing despite
the reduction in litculty.
"WE'VE HAD TO REVISE our whole program."
he said. "The cut may reduce the overall quality of
education in the program."
Wollman said that he tried w elirninute positions
held by people who were not returning next year. He
said that the nature of the position was another fitctor
considered,
ln 11 March 13 memo to Travelstead. explaining the
cuts Wollman said:
"TO THE BEST OF my judgment, the sacrifice of
these positions imposed less harm on the various
academic programs of the College of Arts and Sciences than any alternative reduction of equal magni·
tude. Yet. as you can see. the ell'ect is very serious. We
have lost a total of 27 classes per year and the services
of several unusually qualified people."
In the memo Wollman said that according to his
estimates "!he College of Arts and Sciences has been
reduced by about 25 positions over the past two years
plus the loss ofGA 'sand TA 's.
"In a contest for public funds, it seems easy to
relegate the liberal arts to a secondary position."
Wollman said.

MORMON CULTURE WEEK
presents
The Latter-Day Sain·t Concept
of Manhood and Womanhood
Terrance D. Olson

Lorelei Romney

UNM Assistant Professor
of Home Economics

Relief Society President
UNM Student Branch
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DEEP PURPLE
with
Savoy Brown & Tucky Buzzard

Thursday, 7:30 Education 103
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints
243-3637

Why does
a college stude.nt
need life insurance?
One good reason-it demonstratE's financial
responsibility. A growing number of employers
are looking for this characteristic in prospective
employees.
There are many other important rectsons.
They're all cowred in a special bookiPt: "Why
College StudPnts are Buying Life Insurance." For
a free copy at no obligation, write or call:.
Larry M. Sellers
120 Vassar Drive, S.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
SOS/255-1613

Aprii2Univ r ityAr
*5.00 & $6.00
$1 .00 discount for students
•

Get your tickets at:
Gold Street Circus Reidling's Downtown
Candyman in Santa Fe SUB Box Office
Stromberg's Trend Shop Winrock

Good seats still available for students gone during spring break.

EJ

265-3667

Southwestern LiFe
Happiness is what we sell.

·-

Sud get Approval Follows Controversy
B)' ORLANDO MEDINA.
Of the Luho Shoff

In a meeting la~ting over six hours Monday night, the ASUNM
Senate t'inalilcd the total 1974-75 budget of $250.097.
The Senate approved money for 17 organiwtions and deleted
l\1ur groups comrletely fwm th.e bud ,get.
The organitation~ approved will now be on the spring Election
Referendum where students will vote on the allocations.
The major part of the meeting was discussion of the Daily Lobo .
hudgct in which the senate went against the recommendations of
Prc~ident Koss l'erkal and the Senate Finance Committee and
allocated the total $44.000 the newspaper requested.
The discussion centered <~round the value of the newspaper and
its present contingency fund of about $11.000, Several senators
W<~nted stipulations on the budget that'would force the Lobo to
spend its fund and break the budget into two semesters with the
second half coming after an evaluation.
. Senator Dave Pederson said, "I want to remind the senate that
there are ways of making changes with the power of the purse."
Senntors Kathy Mendius !Jild Mary Ratchford felt that any
change in the newspaper should come through the Student Publications Board.
Senator Tempkin pointed out that President Perkal had·set up a
commillec to evaluate the Lobo last year but no report had been
submitled to the Senate or Pub Board.
A vote was taken on the amendment to raise the Lobo back to its
origi11ltl request resulting in a 10 to 10 tie. Vice-President Janice
Arnold voted for the amendment and the request was back.
The senators split and took turns endorsing or protesting the
budget when Sen. Gonzales s:tid, "We're getting caught up in
procedure and it pisses me off." The money was finally approved
on another close vote.
The semtte deleted the Thunderbird, the Public Relations Committee, the NROTC Roadrunners Drill Team and the Uhuru Sasa
Dance Troupe recommendations entirely from the budget.
Earlier in the evening the spokeswoman from the Uhuru Sasa
said they would not accept the Finance Committee's recommendation of $500 for their budget, She added that the Finance
Commillee had never given them reasons for the cuts.
Although not discussed at the meeting, several of the senators
agreed that there had been some misrepresentation on the part of
tile dance troupe on their budget figures.
The senate said since the group would not accept the recommended money :md no senator proposed to raise the amount, the troupe
would not be deleted.
The Thunderbird was deleted because it was felt it could be
funded later by senate and the Roadrunners were deleted because it
was unsure how much money the group could raise on its own.
The Public Relations Committee budget caused the senate to
debate the definition of the gruop and whether it was serving the
needs of the senate and the student body.
Senators Gail Gillespie and Debbie Vick felt the Coinmittec hiid
done a good job while Senators Ratchford and Randy G inns said
the committee had a "lot of duplication of elTort." Once again the
senate was unsure whether this 1vas the· time to reform committee
purposes.
The senate voted twice on whether to delete the funds for the
committee and the second time it passed.

Hungry Vending Machines
Demand An Extra Nickel

Symposium
Views Challenge

The semite heard Clinical Luw Dirc~tor Willhun T. MacPherson
explain its budget with the growth of the program and success in
Th c challenge tha 1 change., pose'
defending and advising students.
'
for org:winllion lcallers is the
In later discussion of the Law budget there was a suggestion that
theme of a spring syposium schcthe money be put bnck to u lower leveL Senator Michnel Bcm1vidcz
lluled April 5 at the LJNM School
felt that, "Not as m11ny students would be able to uoe the service,"
of Business and Administrative SciSen. Tcmpkin wanted to know if the senute had <illy control on how
ences.
the program was run. Sen, Gonzales said no and the program
The symposium is open to
received its recommended budget.
·
business school alumni. pre>ent
The .International C'enter received most of its budget hut suffered
ami former Executive Program
the deletion of a line giving money to th~ natiomd clubs.
participants. and interested memThe Agon1 budget brought a debate hy Senator Dean Brunton on
bers of the community. The session
whether the organization was a service for the university or if
will begin with registration at 1
money was being spent on counseling off campus cuses.
p.m. in the school'sExccutivc Cen·
· Sen. Benuvidez said, "It's here as part ·of the community. If
teron Las Lomas NEon the UNM
someone is going to commit suicide they don't usk them for their
main c:tmpus. There is a $5 fee.
I D."
Dr. Robert R. Rehder, dean of
The Agora budget passed hut lost some $300 dollars for coffee
the School of Business and Admi·
and tea.
nistralive Sciences, will describe
During the later part of the meeting there w&s a fear that the
current programs. Professor Daniel
sen~tc might allocate too much and not have any money to spend
M. Slate will speak on ''The Fudunng the next year. Sen. Gonzales explained the amount available
ture: a Challenge to Leadership."
and said, "Look at your priorities. If this money is well. <1llocated
then this might cause this body to do something better than fight
New Mexico
over money."
DAILY LOBO
The Ballet F olklorico had no trouble receiving their budget and
Sen. Larry Abraham commented, "This· was one of the most honest
Vol. 77
No. 117
and good groups to come to us."
Box
20,
Unive1·sity
P.O.,
UNM
The budget for the Lobby Committetf brought back the question
87131
Albuquerque,
N.M.
of payment of the lobbyist's tuition. The senate passed the budget
Editorial Phone ( 505) 277but Sen. Tempkin said later, "Including the tuition without
4102, 277-4202
permitting the student to vote on that point is sneaking by the use of
funds to pay the chairperson."
The !<(ew Mexico Daily Lobo is pubThe Speaker's Committee budget brought up the. point of higher
~::~~.. M,~~:~Y ofh~:g'hnf:!~.ib, •;:~~
honora~iums for speak~rs and Sen. Brunto~ said, "If we pass
~~~h~·jj~:.';<ld~fi~f.:~t ·~:!'b'll~~~~:,;~i~
everythmg people commg to us next year like the Rape Crisis
the University or New Mexico, and is
· sum passe d ,
not flnnnt"Jully assoclntOO with UNM.
C en Ier WI'Ill lUrl. "Th e entue
Second
clnss postuRe paid at AlbuqucrBy midn. ight the senators we.re. sho. wing signs of fatigue and
<1uc,
New
Mexwo 87181. Subscription
rate is $7.50 for the academic year.
u,n ~su:~I thmgs such as senators sttung In the gallery and spectators
The opinions expressed on the edisJttmg tn the senate began to take place.
torial
pages of The Daily Lobo are
those or the nutbor solely. Unsigned
The Black Stpdent Union received its budgeted money to swrt a
OJ>inion ;, that or the editorial honrd
·
o!
The DailY Lobo. Nothing printed in
Black l-·l'terary maga7J'ne,
~
The Dnily I.. obo ncc('!l.sarily reprcs~nts
Later discussed budgets such as the Intramural Recreation budget
}.if~.i~~ws of the University or New
which passed unanimously also pass~ed~·;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;o,_;;.;;:;..,....._;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~~~::iiii~~iiii:iiiiiiiiii~

Pres. Candidate
Offers Election
Bid By Balloon

Gary the Clown will formally
"throw his hat into the ring" for
ASUNM student body president
today at .12 noon with the launchIng of a hot-air halfoon in front of
Zimmerman Library.
Garv, who said if elected he will
not serve. said that he will literally
be tossing not one but three hats
froni the inllatcd balloon ai1d those
catching the hat will receive a free
the same type of thing th!lt goes on pizza.
"If I can get a microphone. I will
with respect to stme mobilized war·
also
make a speech." the down
fare.'·
said yesterday. The candidate also
Boilcs views an athletic contest told of plans to hold a joke-tellmg
with its platoons, strategy and contest on Friday, but again expressed disappointment with his
discipline as a military exerci<c.
apparent difficulty in securing a
"In tribal warfare, there is mag- microph<me for the event.
"When I talked to ASUNM
ical music which invokes the powers which will aid the warriors," about a microphone for Friday,
he said. "It also gives a psychologi· they didn't sound too enthusiastic."
cal boost."
the jester lamented.
ariiliUiiiiiiiiirfiiriiHiiiilinimniiiiiiiNIIIIIllliinnllinilllfllllliniftililflillinflillmniuluilliniiniiiiiinillrimmmill€

'Rah, Rah'
a Magic Rite?

BLOOMINGTON.
IND.
(UPI)-An Indiana University
professor thinks chccrleading is a
kind of tribal rite that has been
around for centuries and is akin to
the magic rituals primitive people
use before going to war.
Charles Boiles. who has put his
theories into a book called "Man,
Music and Musical Occasions,"
said he was sitting in an office one
day at Tulane University when he
heard a noise which sounded like
"some tribal exercise from some
equatorial culture.
"Then I realized I was listening
to a pep rally in one of the nearby =
sorority. houses," he said. "Since :
YOU LOCK IT-YOU KEEP THE KEY-YOU HAVE 24 HOUR ACCESS
:
then I have watched closely and
this kind of thing is analagous to : If you're leaving for the summer or just want to store your winter clothes, bike, skies, stereo, etc.. take advantage of this special offer.
:

By SCOTT EATON
Of the Lobo Staff
In keeping with the apparent national trend,
~ subtle price increases dvertook the 130 food and
"' drink vending machines on the UNM campus the
Q
first day of spring break last March 15.
8
A ten-page petition asking for permission to
·~ increase the prices of canned drinks, candy and
,::s coffee by five cents in the vending machines was
:;: presented to UNM Director of Auxiliaries and
~ Services Bill Bierbaum last February 28 by the
Sandia Novelty and Wholesale Co. l3ierbaum
approved the proposiil March 14.
~
The company, which has been denied permission
If to increase prices four times in its three-year
contract with UNM, cited increased operating costs
and higher costs of the products themselves for the
increases in vending machine prices.
"The university, in reviewing this, felt that they
were justified in asking for the increases," Bierbaum
said. "We have permission to go view their books,
but we haven't done that. We know their operating
costs have gone way up."
Previously the company was making about five
and a half cents on each 20-cent canned drink, and

Sierra Club
Will Show
Strip mining
Effects

The Alhuquen1uc 0 roup of the
Sierra C'luh i.~ sponsoring u public
discussion of the cnvironmcnwl
consequence~ of stripmining and
power production in the Southwc!.l
Thursuay. March 28 at 7:30p.m. in
th.e ho>pitulity room of the Albuquerque Federal Savings and Loan
Association Building. 4901 Central

N.

learn to rock climb!
Come to the UNM Mountaineering Club's rock
climbing school, Saturday and Sunday, March 30,
31 and f.\pril 6th, 7th. All levels of experience
welcome. For those interested come to the
Mountaineering Club meeting Wednesday,
March 27, at 7:30 pm in SUB .Room 129. This
meeting is mandatory to attend the school.
Non-members are welcome! There is a small
donation.
For more information call: Bob Jacobs 345·6109

The film "Look What We've
Done To This Land" which considers the social and environmental
effects of stripmining on the Navajo Rcoervation in Arizona will be
shown, followed hy a discussion
lead by Santa Fe conservation
leader Brant C'alkin. Topics to be
considered will include the effects
of stripmining on the productivity
of the land. water quality, and
other land uses. the availability of
water in the southwest for power
production and land reclamation.
the effects of power plant emissions on air quality. and the Coal
Surface Mining Law of New Mexico.

................... or Steve Terlecki 247·8112

VIOLA!
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DO YOU NEED

CASH?
Elra S10·1 wlllk
dint~ IWiCI WHkly

BLOODPLASMA

Summer Sl:ar•IJ• :
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WILDERNESS
EQUIPMENT
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Hiking & Backpacking
Specialists
1031 San Mateo S.E.
256-9190
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5' x 10' x8' $18 from May 13-Aug. 31
Regularly $12 per month, l!, $48 value.
Other lockers reg. $9-$55 per month V3 off.
Cash in advance for these special prices.
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DONOR CENTER

8 am to 5 pm

ANtDEAISBORN
Sometimes a great idea comes out of a doodle.
This one resulted in a super looking and very
comfortable wedding band. In sterling or 14k
gold. Custom made ·to your finger size exclusively at . . .

UJfJUUc/lam;hCf!J-~.
JEWF.I.ERS
66{)5 \f I ..; It 'I Bl I

J) ..

N I:

{across:

~fcnaul

T!lll'llll'- I· 2(lK-44Kil
Cro1t1 Coronado (:Cnttr)

T~.<esday

i

r

·I

Ii'

-

Saturday

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

842·6991
ALBUOUEROUf
1307 CENTRAL NE

it now makes about seven aud a hiM cents on the
new 25-cent drinks under the new contract. The
university has increased its take fl'llm one to one
and a quarter cents on each can, l3ierbaum said,
Candy prices have increasad 67 per cent over the
last three years, causing the company to pay about
9.8 cents for a ten·cent candy bar, Bierbaum said.
Ten•cent candy bars are now fifteen cents, and
fifteen-cent bars are now Lwent.y cents.
UNM makes an estimatt>d $10,000 a year from
the vending machines, which goes into a scholarship
fund, he said.
Vending machine coff<'<" pric(•s have also
inm·eased fl'om a dime to fifteen cPnts, whilt> ice
cream, milk, cup drinks and othC't' snacks have not
suffered price changes.
The company mu$t. petition the univet·sit.y fm·
price changes, then "we review the petition and see
whether we're going to allow them to raisC' or
change their rates," Bie1·baum said. Ht> said he held
off as long as he could before agreeing to the
increases two weeks ago.
"With prices as they are these days, we'll
probably get some mm·e petitions in the futur('," he
said.

Holder As Chern. Asst.
Dr. Richard W. Hnldcrwill setw
as assi.,tant professor of' organic
chemistry when he joins the
Chemistry D~partmcnt at UNM
nc.xt fall. He will wme ''' UNM
from Vassur College where he is a
visiting assislilnt professor of' orga-

ni<: and udvanc·ed orgnnic chcmistrv.
·Dr. Holder received his undergraduate and master's <Jcgrcc from
the llni1·ersity of Wyuming 1111d a
wc·ond master's and his Ph.D. from
Yale l!nivcrsit.v.

----~------~----------------------------------~~~============================~
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LOBO lntetvlew

At the SUB TheGtet

Yes men & music
•'·

By DICK KELLEHER
Tony Hanington, u PR m~n for
Atlanti<' Records, urranged for the
LOBO to intet·view members of
Yes when they appeared in
concet· t here recently. We were
able to talk to Rick Wakeman,
keyboards player, and Jon
Andet·son, the group's lead singer.
Anderson was interviewed in
his hotel room before the concert.
Wakeman was interviewed while

Wakeman. Harrington got us past
the university's security and into
the dressing room,
As soon as we got there a stout
overbearing girl yelled, "I've
kicked these people out three
times, get them out of here." Rick
Wakeman told her to shut up.
The first thing Wakeman said
was something he muttered about
the "fucking security."
"I don't know how they can
book a show when they're playing
basketball in the Arena," he said,
He was quite upset about the
delay in the concert because of a
Lobo basketball practice for the
NCAA western regionals in
Tucson.
Commenting further about the
security, Wakeman said, "When I
came in they said I needed a
backstage pass. I said that if I
didn't get in, no one would need a
pass. Somebody should be told
Jon Anderson Photos
by Jane Gardener

Rick Wakeman photo
by Howard Pace

blind guitarist Charlie Starr
performed on stage, preceding
Yes.
I was accompanied by Paul
Peterson, a friend more
knowledgable on Yes than I. We
were supposed to be issued
backstage passes when we arrived
at University Arena, the concert
site. We went to Paul Richardson,
former Popular Entertainment
Committee (PEC) chairperson,
and asked for our passes, He said
be didn't have them and didn't
tell us where we could get them.
This reaction could have been
due to a discussion Richardson
and I had the night before in
Harrington's hotel room. [ told
Richardson I had seen Jerry
Buckner and his goon squad try to
instigate three fights at the
Emerson, Lake, & Palmer concert
and that I felt this would someday
result in a riot that would end all
PEC concerts. Richardson replied,
"If that's what it takes to keep
the peace at concerts, then I'm for
it. u
Peterson and I finally ran into
Janice Michael, the new PEC
chairperson, and she took us
backstage where we located
Harrington.
Harrington, myself, and
Peterson were told by some
university people some way
remotely connected with the
concert tbat we had to leave.
Harrington said to ignore them.
When Yes did not appear, we
went back to our front row seats
to enjoy the concert.
After Charlie Starr's first song,
Harrington came out and told us
we could interview Rick

RA~t
SHAN~AR
Alia Rakha, Tall/a
Nodu Muilick, T•mlloura

April3-8:00 P.M.
Civic Auditorium

about the security." Finally he
said, "Okay, I've got it off my
chest now."
Wl' then proceeded to talk
about his new album, "Journey to
the Center of the Earth."
Wakeman said it was based on the
book by Jules Verne and will be
released April 6.
"It was recorded live at the
Royal Festival Ball, London, on

~~

January 18th. It was recorded
with the London Symphony from eating dinner at the
Orchestra and a 70 piece choir. Sundance Cafe. .
David Hemmings (the star of
Talking about his music,
'Blow Up') does the narration."
Anderson said, "I try to write
Wakeman said it took 11 melodious songs."
months to write and cost over
When asked how the group
$80,000 to put on.
evolved "Tales from Topographic
When asked if it was like Oceans" into a smooth flowing
anything he had done previously, album he said, "Just a little time,
he said, "It's nothing like Yes or patien~e and hard work,"
'The Six Wives of Henry VIII.' I
On how he writes the songs,
thought of the music with the Anderson said, "Generally on
choir in mind when I wrote the 'Topographic Oceans' ... "
music."
Anderson was interrupted by
Paul Peterson asked how Yes Yes guitarist Steve Howe, who
music and stage show could be had just entered the room.
compared to Emerson, Lake, &
"Me and Steve write together
Palmer's. Wakeman said, "Keith and then . . . " Another
Emerson is the whole whole show, interruption.
it could be Emerson, Walso, &
"We get our ideas for music and
Somebody. In ELP, the focus is how to portray the music and
on Keith all the time."
what we want to get out of the
When asked why he does his music, and then I sit down ·with
own music without Yes, he said, Steve and we intertwine a lot of
"I have my solo albums for my each other's songs and songs we
personal music." He explained heard around. We just intertwined
that each member of the band them and developed them and
writes songs for the group and talked about the possibilities of
then have some songs that they each track being individual and
feel are personal and would not fit the whole album being a whole at
into the group's music. "I just the same time. There's a few of
want to be a member of Yes," Steve's lyrics and then I sat down
Wakeman said.
one day and wrote most of the
. We suddenly noticed that the lyrics at that time. Steve wrote
previously noisy room had grown the song 'Out in the City Going
quiet. I turned around and the Free.' "
,
only one in the room was Charlie
When asked how much he
Starr. "I think you're supposed to personally made on each concert,
be on stage," someone said to Anderson said he didn't know.
Wakeman.
"We have people to take care of
Earlier in the day, we talked to that," he said. "It just gets to the
Jon Anderson in his hotel room. 'state where you pick up the tabs
Anderson had just gotten back and concentrate on the music."
Anderson explained that "the
stage was designed by Roger
Dean." Dean also designs the
group's album covers and the
promotional balloon.
Asked where the music is going,
he eaid, "We're concerned with
entertainment at the musical level.
We could play a simpler music,
but it would be harder for us on a
personal level because we want to
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15¢Beer
in Pepino's

Family Room
8:00 PM-10:00 PM

I

Mon.-Tues.-Wed.

I

4310 Central SE

:

Tickets at:

SUB Box office; Music II;
Budget Tapes & Records;
Riedling's Downtown.
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The man who invented glitter
and feathers, the gris-gris voodoo
doctor himself, J)r. John, will be
appearing in Albuquerque Mar. 30
at the Civic Auditorium, with the
Buddy Miles Express, Tala, and
Azteca. Tickets are $5; the show
starts at 7 p.m.
learn more about music, The test
comes when you have to
reproduce on stage what you
produced in the studio.
"We. improvise so that we can
enjoy it on stage. It's different
each night. It's got to get better
each night. As far as the band is
concerned, we're playing the
'Close to the Edge' music so much
different than the album itself,
There is no standing still for the
musician. I sing a little bit
differently each night, trying to
learn about singing.
.
"The audience is different
every night, so there isn't any
question of improvising because
of the difference of each
situation. You can play two nights
in the same place, but it isn't the
same."
When asked about the group's
publicized eating habits, Anderson
said, "We just like good food.
Vegetables mostly." Asked how
the group got on their diet, he
said, "Eating in America. On our
first tour the food got so bad we
realized we were eating rubbish. "

By JON BOWMAN
,...
Based on the Horace McCoy
gj, nove I of 1935, "They Shoot
If! Horses, Don't They?" is a film
that, by all accounts, shouldn't
be, Like the works of Tom
Kromer and Nathanael West,
McCoy's novel was either ignored
or panned by the .fashionable
critics of the time. The literati
who even bothered to read the
work acknowledged its realism,
but never failed to insist upon its
artistic inferiority. As a result, one
of the most brutally vivid
expressions of the Depression era
was almost lost to future
audiences. McCoy was relegated
to the status of a dime store
novelist, his work was forgotten.
It took Charlie Chaplin's
interest to bring the novel back,
Needless to say, this interest was
not translated into an actual film.
Entanglements with the House
Un· American Activities
Committee, the abandonment of
Chaplin by the public, and his
growing disillusionment with the
whole mess led him to Europe. It
was left for Sydney Pollack to do
the film after another 20 year
delay.
Pollack isn't a brilliant director.
He has worked mainly in 'l'V and
his feature films rarely exceed the
cliched bounds of the standard
Hollywood fare, For "They Shoot
Horses" he cast Jane Fonda (till
then associated with soapers and
cheap sexploi tational roles),

WINTER
CLEARANCE

SALE

30% OFF

Porkos b.Y Ascente

Wool Sweoters &' Hots
Gloves

Ski Accessories

April 1-April 6
Mountains
and Rivers
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reservations: 268·9556
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KENNY ROGERS
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If you qualify, you can sign up for Navy flight
training while you're still in college and be assured
of the program you want. Our AOC Progr,am (iL
you want to be a Pilot) or our NFOC Program (if
you want to be a Flight Officer) can get you into
the Navy sky for an exciting, challenging career.

0

True Love J~nttvinetl
This exquisitely fashioned diamond~edding set
collection. superbly symbolizl's the trmeless _r~dr
ance and endless flow of True Love Entwmed .
Choose your distinctive wedding set from out
True Love EntwinPd collec-tion in 14k whrtP or
yellow gold.
•
From $50-0thers From $175
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kind these festival shorts reflect
the ' wide variety of feelings
currently found within the
Women's movement. In addition,
they expose much about society

Michael Sarrazin (never humor was sustained; each gag
reknowned for his acting ability) builds up the preceding one until
and Gig Young (a washed-up the viewer is left l'olling in the
matinee idol of films like ''That aisles. "Sherlock, Jr." and "The
Touch of Mink" and "The Gay Navigator" were produced in
Sisters"). Throw in Red Buttons 1924, well before Keaton's
and Bonnie Bedelia and you come decline. Despite the fact that I
up with a film which, for all previewed them without the
intents and purposes, should have benefit of sound or musical
been the bomb to end all bombs, accompanitnent, they kept me in
a real stinker.
stitches. In both, Keaton plays a
"They Shoot Horses" is bungling incompetent, the straight
nothing of the kind. Dredged man for a world gone mad. Trains,
from a novel that never made it, automobiles, the moving pictures,
directed by a man whose work is can openers, and othet· technical
synonomous with kitsch, innovations provide him with the
performed by a cast of unknowns raw materials of his comedy. Like
and has·beens, the film is Woody Allen (who took a few
dynamite. From the moment Gig scenes for "Sleeper" directly from
Young lets loose with "Yowsah, "Sherlock, Jr."), Keaton has a
Yowsah, Yowsah," to the virtuoso command of the humor
apocalyptic ending of despair, it hidden in modern life.
quivers with anger and the bitter
The SUB Theater ends its
futility of Depression existence. weekly bill with a film anthology
'Everything jives; the titled "The Best of the New York
performances, particularly those Festival of Women's Film."
of Young, Forda and Bedelia, are Ranging from an animated look at
haunting. "They Shoot Horses" is what it means to be female, to
a movie destined to linger in your powerful statements of unity and
mind. Its images carry a sting that revolution, the flicks were all
4 0 years of blissful ignorance created by women. They include
and nostalgia can't erase.
Keaton
J.l\'4' M.J 1114' l.nh~oll'rli
The fate of Buster Keaton was
Fn•"'h .S••·• fuml
l,.n,~h l:ruotl'll !-Jp,tJ'mul
even more dismal than that
Whtllt•sai••·I~••I,JJI
bequeathed to McCoy and
Chaplin. Faced by an uncaring
2210 Central SE
-Ni:'\\, Mt1C;I ii-'t:VI\1-::;J.\'j' !~-~~~-~-~;(~~~~·t·;i-t·
public, Chaplin and McCoy
268-4876
4:!~ liult.mk 111\·tf. Nl:
retained their identities. They had
l\lhtHJili'Hilll'. "'-J.M fli!;n
taken a strong moral stance to
their art and were able to weather
disrepute. Keaton was at heart a
gags man, he lived to see his :!!!11111111 1111IIIIIIIIIII 1111111IIIllIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIII ~
audiences laugh. When they
stopped laughing, Keaton was
'10!. lost. His career ended with a series
~"
of self-caricatures, the work of a
~~.
man burned out by alcohol and §
.,
screen audiences too fickle to
remember that .he had once been
great.
In many respects, Keaton at his
best was funnier than Chaplin. His =

fiJllf£\WA'r~'TfMf'ml
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Wednesday: "THEY SHOOT
HORSES, DON'T THEY?"
Starring Jane Fonda, Gig Young
Thursday: "THE NAVIGATOR"
& "SHERLOCK, JR."
Starring Buster Keaton
Friday & Saturday: "BEST OF
THE NEW YORK WOMEN'S
FILM FESTIVAL"
(7 & 9 p.m./$1-11 p.m. show
also Fri. & Sat.)

o

Dr. John

Ovetlooked Novel, Film Hit

"Commuters" by Claudia Weill,
"Opening/Closing" by Kathleen
Laughlin, and "Crocus," a
much·hailed movie by Suzan Pitt
Kraning, The only probrram of its

''"~''"crem"m'

Sophomores~
Be someone special. Fly Navy.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED, STOP BY THE MESA
VISTA PLACEMENT CENTER MARCH 25-29 AND
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~ ~~i~ ;~6~~~~.NAVY INFORMATION TEAM OR _
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Hoffman Town Center

Master Charge

Front Door Parking
BankA mericard
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News Editor
Isabel Foreman
Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.

'I WAS .lUST AIOUT TO ASK, "WHAT f!WU'??"I'

A . Possible Issue
Transportation Plan
'

New Mexico politicians often seem quite intimidated
by changes in political scene. Recent adoption of an
open-meetings law concerning city governments sent
local governments into a headspin. Many chose not to
meet at all until the law was precisely defined.
Fortunately Albuquerque city government was not
that dazed by the law. Yet it seems so fascinated with
the upcoming improvements in the local government
that it manages to get little done in the meantime.
Reaction to a recently-completed transportation plan
for Albuquerque is a prime example of this indecision.
Even though the study stated "these measures must be
translated into affirmative action by local government
and the citizens to achieve clean air in the greater
Albuquerque area," nothing has·been done. It seems no
one will act until after the May election.
Improvement and expansion of the city bus service
would probably be the costliest improvement
recommended in the report. But the city's rapid transit
system is so poor that immediate action is needed.
Also mentioned in the report was a need for bicycle
routes and trails. Until a system of bicycle trails is
established, many prospective bike-commuters wi II stick
·
with their fume-belching cars.
There seems to be no immediate relief in sight for
these problems. As they will likely be ignored for the
next few months, Albuquerque's transportation control
plan may be a key issue in the upcoming city elections.

. ;i
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taken a course at all, or who for
reasons of health. money or
emotional upsets get into such a
mess that they are unable to
function academically. They
should not get credit for the
course. The loss of their time and
money and possible need to
repeat the course are punishment
enough. There is nothing
"dishonest" about not recording
failure to learn a subject; we do
not list on our vitae the theorems
we failed to prove or the
problems we failed to solve.

The problem of "inflated grade
point average" is not relevant to
this proposal. If anything, more
teachers would be willing to fail a
student where such failure is
deserved if the teacher knew such
a failure meant simply denial of
credit. not a permanent millstone
around the student's neck.
From the vieiNpoint of the
professor, the decision of credit
or no entrv is simpler and less
time-consuming than a letter
grade. From the viewpoint of the
student, it means he relinquishes
the possibility of an A or B grade;
he also relinquishes the possibility
of passing with a D. This can

A lex P. Mercure. Prcsiden t of Ncw Mcxico Tech n i<..·uJ- Vocational
School ;ll El Rito. has been appointed Vice President J'or Rcgion:d
nnu Cnmmunitv Al'fuirs at LINM. UNM President Ferrel Head\'
HllntlUJH:cu tod;lv.
·
McrCtlre. foriner uircclor of the :ilalcwi<.lc H\llllC Education
Livelihood Progrum (HELP). will move to his UNM assignment
July 22. Dr. Heady s:tid.
The position is u new nne. announced lust fall us purl of an
udministrativc rcorgnnization ut UNM.
The primary responsibilities (lJ' the nfl'ice inclutlc utilizing existing University resources "in assessing and meeting certain educational. social. and economic needs of the local comnHmity. slate and
region: providing creative leadership in meeting these needs: und
strengthening the ties between the University and the various
publics it .serves." Dr. Hendy suitl at the time the position was
announced.
Divisions (lnd departments reporting to the new vice president
include: lnslitute for Social Research and Development. continuing
education. the Gallup and Northern New Mexico branch colleges.
alumni rehltions. public information. development. and KNMETV.
Mercure's name was one of six sub milled to President Hc(ldy by a
search and screening commillee which had reviewed approximately
60 applicants.
·
"There were a number of highly qualified individuals among the
names submitted to me, making the selection a difficult one." Dr.
Heady said.
"Alex Mercure is well experienced (IS an administrator. has an
excellent record of achievement in community development

make sense if he is taking a course
out of his major. For instance, a
social science student might well
feel more willing lo take a
calculus course under the CR
option; this is the kind of
risk-taking we should encourage.

,,,. .••
•

Of course, students interested
in graduate or professional study
would be advised to seek letter
grades in their major fields. The
question whether to choose CR or
a letter grade would be left to the
student, just as choosing a major
or choosing electives are now left
to him. All these decisions affect
his chance for law school or
medical school, and, with proper
advising, they are his decisions to
make.

Students for Environmental Action

~

.. p~

Laba

will hold their next meeting this Thursday,
March 28th at 7;00 pm in room 231-C of the
Student Union Building. Planning for a
proposed bike rally will be discusses and all
interested people are wanted and welcome.

Wark

Classified•

MORMON CULTURE WEEK

Again, the problem of "inflated
grade point averages" Is beside
the point. The standards for A or
B are not lowered if some
students choose not to be
letter-graded. These two modest
reforms would hardly alter our
grading system. It is hard to
understand the exaggerated and
irrelevant arguments that are
brought against them. A little
more flexibility and humanity
will not hurt anybody.
·
Reuben Hersh

presents
Dr. Truman G. Madsen
I
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Richard L. Evans Chair
of Christian Understanding
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Sam Roll Doesn't Know
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am out on a limb, at least I have a
safety belt on.
What it all boils down to is that
streaking has no1hing to do with
what Sam Roll thinks it does.
I think it's time that we all got
down from our philosophical and
psycho-analytical horses and
looked at streaking, and life, from
a simple and rational point of
view. Why do people streak? Why
do people play baseball? Are they
challenging society by going out
and performing in front of
thousands of people?
I'm not trying to draw a direct
parallel between streaking and
sports, but the reasons for both
may be very similar. The only
difference is that you can get
arrested for streaking, a difference
that doesn't appear to be a major
one to Streakers.
Gerard A. GagliaM
.
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and transportation and babysitter& available on election day.
District 4's boundary is still undecided due to an appeal to
federal courts to decide if the state legislator's boundaries or the
County Commission's boundaries will be honored. The State
Supreme Court ruled in favor of the state, and if the federal
courts don't act on the appeal before April 2, the state court's
decision takes precedent.

The

'l

According to Professor Sam
Rolf of the department of
psychology, "streaking is a cheap
sexual thrill, a challenge to
society and is not intelligent
enough to be a protest.'' My first
question to Professor Roll is: Who
the hell is trying to articulate
their protest? I doubt that any
student Who has thUS far Streaked
did so because he was trying to
articulate a protest or challenge
society or the existing order.
Another . point that Professor
Roll presented in the March 14
interview with the Lobo WlS that
"the pending impeachment of
President Nixon" could have an
effect on causing the streaking
trend. I sincerely believe I am not
climbing ou1 on the proverbial
limb when 1 say that each and
every streaker couldn't care less
whether Nixon is impeached or
not while they are streaking. If I

progn11ns. nnd I (1111 looking forward with enthusiasm to working
with him <It the University." the UNM president said.
·
Mercure. 42, lw.s been president of the New Mcxic1> TechnicalVocational School since 1971. He was diret'IOI' of HELP. a
non-prol'it itgcncy for training migrant f<Jrm workers. for Jive years
prior to his El Rito appointment.
The new UNM vice president also is a former teacher and
counselor in the Cham<~ und Los Lunas school svstcms.
In recent vcnrs lw has been a consultnnt to a'munber of national
orgnnit.aliwis nnd l'cdcral agencies, including the Ford Foundation.
U.S. Civil Rights Com mission. U.S. Department of Heuhh, Educn·
lion. nnd Welfare: Packurd-Bell. Inc .. U.S. Civil Service Commission. umlthe l'resbvterian Church.
From 1967-70 :tc wus a member of the Nntionnl Advisury
Committee on Adult Educulinn and during 1969-70 served on the
N ationnl Advisory Committee on Minority Business Enterprise.
During the sume two-year period he was <I member of the
Congressionally appointed Joint Commission on Mental Health for
Children.
During 1971-72, Mercure wu.~ a member ol' the Governor's
Advisory Committee ou Vocational Educution Facilities.
A native of Lumberton. N .M .. he holds a bachelor's degree in
husiness administration from UNM. :t master's in guid<lllCC from
New Mexico Hi9hlands University. :md is a doctoral candidate in
educational admmistrutinn at UNM.
Mercure has done additional gmdunte work at Long Beach State
College. the University of Southern California. and New Mexico
State University.
He is married mtd has five children.

Former UNM Lobbyist.Seeks Seat
(continued {rom page 1)
Regarding the community in which he lives, Ramirez said, "I
would like to involve the young people and the older people. I'd
like to toYy to set up means where we can use the expertise
spouted by the older people."
Ramirez said that he will always have a voter registrar at his
campaign headquarters at 315 Eighth Street, His campaign will
include a fund raising enchilada dinner, door·to·door campaigning

Says He Will Vote For Grading Change
I intend to vote "yes" on the
grading reforms proposed by the
Policy Committee. I would like to
give my reasons, for the benefit of
anyone who Is interested. (I
discuss only the two proposals
which seem to be controversial.)
Last term I regretfully gave Fs
to several students in Math 101
(our "Math for Poets" course).
Their names were on the class list,
but they handed in no work or
almost none, and had missed most
of the classes. Obviously, they
should have dropped. I have no
way of knowing why they
neglected to do so, and under our
present system, I had no option
but to give them Fs. To me this is
senseless. Certainly they should
get no credit; but why brand
them permanently because of
1heir failure to file a drop slip at
the right time?
In general, Fs are given to
students who should not have

Mercure New Regional Affairs VP
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Harvard PhD in Philosophy,
and History and Philosophy of Religion.
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New Approach to the Arguments for God"
Wednesday, Marcti 27, 7:30p.m.
in Fine Arts Lecture Hall

I
I

Allow 4 wcek'i lor delivery.
Ollcr r-xptrP!.o Ocwmi.Jer 3t, 1974
(. 1n11f on~ f.HH cu~tomer
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CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
For further information, contact Dennis Harris, 243-3637
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Between UN Me:
Wishbone Buried

Spring Sprouts
Footballers, Too

By GREGORY LALIRE
Lobo Sports Editor

Bill Mond t is not new-he spent
the last six: years ,as assistant at
UNM to Rudy Feldman-but the
first year head coach has some
new ideas, particularly in the area
of offense, which can mean only
good news to Lobo football fans
and players alike.
Feldman, who was fired last fall
and is now a defensive line coach
.with the San Diego Chargers, went
with a wishbone offense, in which
the forward pass was an
insignificant ingredient, during his
five years at the UNM helm.
IT'S HARD TO SAY whether
the coming of Mondt or the
canning of the wishbone came
first. Certainly, it is doubtful
Mondt would be here now if the
name of his offense had anything
at all to do with bones
(wishbones, halfbones, or what
have you).
In any case, Feldman's
replacement began speaking of a
new offense as soon as he was
named head man last December.
That kind of talk generates smiles
as wide as endzone goal posts
around this· campus and
,community. Not that the
wishbone never works. Feldman
won with it in 1970 and 1971 and
Oklahoma among others still
employs it successfully.
But the wishbone has left a bad
taste in the mouths of everyone
around here the last two years and
probably could not be stomached
again.
"The first fundamental reason
we're changing to a pro type
offense is that when you are
behind you have a chance to catch
up," Mondt said. "Catching up is
very hard if you are using the
wishbone. That's its major
weakness and that's why fewer
people use it now.
"The second basic reason is
that two or three years ago the
wish bone wasn't very well
understood and you could
surprise people with it. Now
everyone knows how it works and
how to defense it."
MONDT AND HIS coaching
staff have been busy planning the
new offense among other thingG
the last couple of days. New
offensive coordinator Bill Canty,
who had that position at Florida
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Oley: Rich Olson hurled his
second complete game of the
season and upped his record to
3-0 as UNM bested South
Dakota State, 10·4, yesterday.
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to drive in Pcttenu;.n>.
The Jc;td didn't last long as
South D;tkow State came through
Right hallller Rich Olson went with their onlv hig irwin" in the
.
c
"'
I . d . () bon gave
the d istancc at Lobo field vcster- ttJr
up
his onlv
two
dav as the UNM hasehall team walks or the game. <llld along with
dd'eated South Dakota State 10-4.
a couple of base hits the J aek
Olson scattered nine Jack Rahhit Rabbits were nack in the uamc.
hits. getting into trouble onl\ once
First bascmun Mike Redmond
in the third inning when 'South of the Rabbits hit :1 solo honwr in
!)<~k.otu St;tte cume up with three of
the fourth to put South D;~knta
tts lour runs. It was Obon·., third Swtc tnto the lc;~d for the onlv time
win of the season against no l<"ses, all da1. 4-3.
·
and the wcond time he lw., gone
The Lohos put it out of reach
the distance. His ERA is now3.76.
with two runs in the sixth and three
The Lobos bwke <>ut of their in the \e\Cnth. Bill Pi.sknrski got
weekend hitting slump immediate· two of his three hits. one in c:'idt
ly. as they came up with two runs inning ;1nd dnHc in two runs. Pi.,.
in the liN. inning Ron Adair got a ko:sJ..i upped It is hatting al'crage 26
one-out smgle :1nd adv<tnc·ed to pnnlls to a .354.
third on a well executed hit ,Jlld
The Lllhtl'~ Ill\\\ have a 'Ci.t~on
run lw :\1 ike Pcttenu11o. The 111 o record of 15-(>. but that will all
then "pulled off :1 double 'teal. dwnge tomorn>11 when the Lohm
when Pe!tcnuno went into second take on South Dakota State in <I
and Adair came horne :1fter the twin hill. The first game will begin
•
throw. Gary Stewart then doubled ut I :00 at Lobo field.
Of llw Spurh Shoff

-

-

c

Rich Olson Hurls
Lobo 1 0-4 Win
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to practice because their guys are
!letter prepared.
t:i
"There has been talk of cutting e.
it down but that would be to our '<
disadvantage especially this year
when we're starting a new offense.
We will use the full 20 days and .o
could"use even more."
~
Mandt has three new coaches
::'
from out-of-state installing and "
running the offense. The offensive 1>:1
coordinator is Bill Canty and the .:->
....
offensive line coach Wayne cg
McDuffie, both from Florida ....
.....
State. Gene Huey, who was at
Wyoming last fall, will coach the
offensive receivers.
On defense, Del Wight is the
coordinator, the same position he
had under Rudy Feldman last
year; Bill Waters, head coach at
Carlsbad last year, is linebacker
coach; and Jim Anderson, a
graduate assistant at Nebraska in
'7 3, is the new defensive back
coach.
The other two coaches on
Mondt's staff are recruiting
coordinator Bob McCray, an
offensive line coach this past fall
under Feldman, and Harold
Queisser, a graduate assistant the
last two years who will remain a
grad assistant but head the junior
varsity program.
"We will run more offensive
plays this spring than we will use
next fall," Mondt said. "We'll get
all the plays on film and have all
summer to review them and to
decide which ones are best for our
personnel. If we find we have
good sprint out quarterbacks,
we'll use more of those plays."
"We have no way to rate
anybody right now and all the
" Mondt said.
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FREE FILMS

Haaland Hits For Hamburgers
Julie ·:Beunhead" Haaland got u
puss fwm .l'cral Rll in~~·;l!cr and !!lade a desperation
tall.· tmi';Jrd .JUnlp slwt to cut the
Daily Lobo H ambtirgcrs deficit
rrot~l 17 to 15 points ill the buncr
ag:unst an over-M;tnned Kl 1NM
team ;t week llgo last Frid;11.

d~spcruuon

THE NAVIGATOR
SHERLOCK, JR.

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN'S

Eight Lobo Tankers
Test Top Competition
.. <?ff ~~disappointing second pl<1cc
fmtsh 111 the WAC championships
the UN M swimming team wtll take
eighl competitors to the NCAA
championships this weekend in
long Beach, California.
Coach John Mechem's lobos
were heavy favorites to win their
second straight WAC crown. but
were doomed by BYU's great diving depth. BYU entered six divers.
the lohos none. in the two diving
events. The difference was over 50
points and surprise BYU won the
WAC title over the second place
lol10s hy four points.
"\Ve could have won it regardJess:· Mechem sav., now, "But we
weren't at our pe:ik. We have hecn
pointing <1t the NCAA meet :til
vear. We weren't .,haved down for
the WAC meet and we will he !hi'
week."
The Lobo\ finished I Sth in laM
year"s NCAA meet. Lobo AllAmerican Rick K fall was the kev
UN M performer. He lin ish ell
fourth in the 200 vard frccstvle and
swam the unchor"on the Ltiho All·

A mericn 400 freest1·le relm team.
He is considered ainong tile cuntcr.tders. for an ~CAA champion~Jup tlus ~·eck m the 200 ,Yard
freestyle. f'ourth place is the highest nny Loho ha; ever finbhcd at
the NCAA •wimming meet.
Three other Loho All-Americans return for this vcar\ NCAA
meet. Dave John>un: eighth in the
200 hack at the nationnls l:l>t war.
is back. He has done a 54.1 iri the
100 and I:57.4 in the 200 hack his
spccialitie,,
Larrv Farrar will he hack in the
1650 1\·hcn.' he was I lth in the
national' last vcar. lie has done
16:09.() in th;tt event thb \car.
Doug !\hsscy. an A n:Amcrican
last I'C<tr in the 400 frcc,l\lc rehtl,
will be hack in tlwt cvcntl11u' three
individual c;·ents.
Two J'rc,hmen will 'II"' be entered. Shawn W;tlh1nr~ will help
out the 400 free rclm tcum. und
Alhuquerquc;tn Dmc }'cf<J will he
entered in the 100 \<lrd hrcu,tstrnke and the 200 hrc<i,t .
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When you get down to the nitty grittv$$d!
a College Degree~ is the greatest
fl'
ticket ~ on earth ~ .
But, if you have to put it off for
awhile, consider Today's Army.
It offers:
• a 2 year enlistment option
• continued education (in service
or out)
• $326.10 per month to start
• free meals, housing, clothing,
medical and dental care, and
much more.
For more information contact your
ARMY representative nearest you.
1..
In Albuquerque he's located at:
7'(

1011
AU.
MA·····=
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RECORDS 'N TAPES....Wyoming Mail
21ST CENTURY' SOUND-£astdaJe & Across f,om Old Town on tt!ntral
THE GUITAR St10P~Ac:roh From UNM

CANDVMAN-Sanr.al'e
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Continuous Showing
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
in the SUB Theatre
Come on down!
Sponsored by
STUDENT ACTIVITIES

J)l11

THEAtRE 1l7·103!

The

~v 00~1\.
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UNM SlUOE~T UNION

TODAY

Marx

Hattland was high-point woman
with two points and was tied with a
host of others for high·poin t person
honors on the Hamburgers behind
Jeff "River" Hudson. who h;~d six
points, amJ hit <til three of his
30-f<mlers ilnd just missed (111 his
dozen thirty-Jive fool attempts.
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LOMAS at SAN PEDRO
SAN PEDRO at MENAUL
CANDELARIA at EUBANK
5324 4th ST., N.W.
LOMAS at JUAN TABO

*..L
~

;m*
~·...)!,
l"'\

413 U.S. Courthouse

5th and Gold St., S.W.

766-2251
2435 San Pedro, N.E. 2301 Juan Tabo Blvd.
256·7475
298·6787

{(J-!i(1c TODAY'S ARMY!

GOT IT? GET IT!
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\lbuyu~ryu~ <.'h<~rt~:r ,,,. the Assodatiun
fpr the E<lll<\lti<>ll of Young Children will
nwct l'lwr,., \l;m:h :!!! at .1211 Muntc Yistil
HI HI '.;I' .tt 7:00p.m. l.L (Jm. will address
till.' ~l'llllp.

W41111en's medical scll~hclp and pup clinic
lit Student Henlth Center. room 220. Wcllnesdav. 2-4 p.m. Minimal charges lilr pap
·
snicars. Speculums l'or sulc.

.il

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING
or bu mail
Classified Advertiajng
UN.M P.O. Do" 20
Albuquerque, N •.M, 87131

Rates: 10¢ per word, $1.00 minimum.
T~rms: Payment must be made in full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Wher11: JournaJi&m Dui)ding, Room 205.

I 1 PERSONALS

3) SERVICES

wA N T E D :

PRdFESSIONAL TYPIST, IBM carbon
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable
·
3/29
rates, 298-7147,

-------:GARY THE CLOWN for

ASUNM President,
4/2
GARY THE CLOWN needs your help,
Call 345·9185,
4/1
FREE GER.MAN SHEPHERD puppies.
Call 292-0511 or 842-8454-Joe Allen. 4/1
VERY FEW -PEOPLE ~~-;-listen without
talking, Most people can talk without
listening. It is very rare that people can
talk and listen. We try, Call AGORA.
277-3013,
4/5
WH-Y GO TO COOK'S and pay more? We
have Tennis equipment, Paddle ball stuff
and other sporting goods-always on
special, THE BIKE SHOP, 823 Yale SE.
842-9100,
ttn
LEAD VOCALIST WANTED - male or
female, Group experience necessary, 2980087,
3/29
ATTENTION I ALL STREAKERS I (and
fellow-traveling groupif.!S) I Audubon
Wildlife Film "Queen of the Cascades,"
wildlife & scenic beauty around Mt.
Rainier & the Cascade Range. Wed.,
March 27, 7 :30 p.m.: Popejoy Hall,
UNM. $1.00 student admiSBion (Facul~
with wives or dates invited also). 3/27
SEE THE PEOPLE and countryside of
Europe this summer on 3-week student
biking tour. Information, contact Ross,
255-2i68.
3/27
"BIG HEART" needs your ideas-recycling
freewill discards, unskilled, handicapped,
artists, publicists, signs, graphics, crafts.
700 San Mateo NE. 4-6 pm.
3/27
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care at Blrthrleht.
247-9819,
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Dally
Lobo. Apply In penon at the Lobo, room
158 of Student Publications.
WANTED: ONE BEDROOM apt. or
house In a nice neighborhood. Married
couple to occupy April thru Auguat. Call
David 26!!·6528 or 277·4002.

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: March 13, black hom-rim glasses in
black case, Popejoy lobby. Rewal'd. 256.
1819.
-'/1
LOST: MARCH 12, Silver & Unlvenity.
V cry small, much loved, grey Siamese.
Retains nice tummy. scar from recent
surgery, PLEASE. 842·5982.
8/29
FOUND: Black dog, 4-6 months old. We'JI
be glad to keep, 1420 Silver.
FOUND: Man's watch ln Dec. Contact
Barbara, Computing Center, 277-4646.
FOUND: Black beaded c)up pune near
Mesa VIsta. Claim In Journaliam 205•.
FOUND: Coin punse contalnin• ken and
money at Stanford A Sliver. Identify 6
claim. rm 205 JournaJJam.

31

SERVICES

LANDSCAPING, LAWN CARE, Jow
monthly rates. Call 898-9011, 848·9431.
4/2
KUJUKEMBO KEMPO KARATE-private
lessons at your home. Two or more atu·
dents at a time. $16 monthly, 898-0262.
4/2
HAVE YOU BEEN OVERCHARGED?
Gotten an inferior pi'Oduet? or bad eer·
vice? or having trouble with your ]andlord? JC 110, call CONSUMER AFFAIRS
at 277·5605 or come Into room 248 in the
SUD between. 12:30-4:30. We can help
you 1 Research and Consumer Affairs.
4/23
IMAGE5-PORTRAIT, PASSPORT. ap.
plication photographs. Close, qUick, 11ane.
2312-A Central SE. Behind Butterftelds.
266-99&7.
1/1
PASSPORT, tDENT1F1CAT10N photo..
Lowest prices In town, fut, pleulntr.
Near UNM. CaD 265-2444 or eome to
l'll'l Girard N.E.
LEGAL SERVICES. UNII Law SehooJ
Clfnleal Protrram ofren feRal II!I'Yica
for etudenbJ and 1tafr. Fumi1hed
qualified Jaw 1tudenbJ under faeu)tJ IU•
pervlslon. AvallabllltJ limited to thoae
wh011e assete and lneome do not exceed
established nldeJines. 501 realstratlon
fee. CaD 277-2913 or 2'7'7-SISOC for In•
formation and appolntmenta. Sponsored
by A!lloefated Students of UNM.
tfn
ltAUL Your junk quick. Any load, any road.
CaJJ Seth anytime, 281-5862.
4/2
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM carbon•
ribbon: guaranteed accuracy, Reuonable
rates. 298-7U'7,
1/11

u

4)

FOR RENT

A SHORT WALK to 11ampus from this 2
bclrm with carport, nicely carpeted. Air
conditioning for the warm weather. Only
$125. (3522). RENTEX, 266-7991, Fee.
3/28
2 BDRM ADOBE, fireplace, garage, small
patio, 4 blocks from campus, '175. 2687603.
4/2
ROOMMATE WANTED for 4-bedroom
house, 3 · blocks from UNM, $50. 8420820.
~(1
ONE, TWO & THREE bdrm efficiences
furnished, Near downtown & UNM. 2423/29
7814,
HOUSE TO SHARE, 2 mi. east UN.M, $60
month. 255·6661.
3/29
NEED A PLACE to Jive after June 1.
UN.M area, 2 bdrms, cheap. Preferably
a house. If you know of such a place,
please call 266-3433, Thanx.
3/29
ONE three-bedrm house for rent, furnished. Near downtown & UNM. 242-7814.
3/29
BOSQUE PLAZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
Style-1 & 2 Bda, Furn. A Unfurn.Utilities included. Pool, gu barbeque,
large balconies, sauna, ref. air, 10 min,
from UNM. Waterbeds permitted. From
$150.00, 8201 Marquette NE-268-6071.
J:\tudents 1: professons welcome Ill
THE CITADEL, efficJency and one bed·
room, reasonable rents from $180, mod
furnishings and shag carpeting, deJu"e
electric kitchen, swimming pool, recreation room, card room, pool table, seeurity guards, walking dlatance to UNM,
1620 Univenity NE, 248-2494.
4/12
LEAD 1: ASH SE, Lucaya House Apartments. Full security, all utilities paid,
emcfency, 1125/mo. 1-bdrm $158/mo.
2·bdrm 1185/mo, CalJ Jim at 8C3-7682
or 266·9693,
tfn
COLUMBIAN-WEST. 1 block to UNM,
new & beautiful spacious luxury apartments. 209 Columbia S.E. 1 A 2 bed·
rooms, furnlahed .t billa paid, from
$165,00, Recreation rooms, swimming
pool, dlahwashens, dlaposera, security and
refrlg. air. Mar. 268-8934 or 2681006.
2/2'1

5l

__

EMPLOYMENT

OVERSEAS JOBS-Australia, Europe, S.
America, Africa. Students-all professions and occupations, $700 to $3000
monthly, Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing,
free
information.
TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH CO., Dept, A26,
P.O. Box 603, Corte Madera, CA. 94925.
-4/1

Sol llllft'm;tn. candidate for AlbutiUcryuc
mnvur will spcuk with Jill students/Thursday.
Ma'rch 28110·3 p.rn.IN orth t:nd ul'thc Mull.

There will be a Kivu CJuh meeting on
Thurs.. Mar. 2H. at 7:30p.m .. in the Jntcrmt·
tionul Center.
Project Cnnsejo will meet on Thurs.. March
28. 1974. at 7:30 p.m. in rourn 2035 of M csa
Vistu Hall.
Students for Envirunmcnlal Action will
meet. Thurs .. March 2H HI• 7:00p.m. in room
231-C' 11fthc SUB.
Mount Rainier. "Queen of the Cascades"
;md the highesl peak in Wushingtun's Mount
Rainier Nutiumtl Park. is the fucul point of'
the next Audulmn Wildlife Film. to he pre.
sen ted on Murch 27, Wednesday. 7:30p.m. in
Popejoy Hall. Tickets. uvuilahle/Popejuy
Hall Box Office/ Adults. $1.50/Studcnls.
$ 1.00.
Students interested in a career in
librarianship may come to Zimmerman
Library/rooms· 40 and 47/Friday,
March 29/1:30 to 3:30 p.m. Professor
James Boyle, U, of Denver Graduate
School ,,f Library Science (room 47)
and Prof. Merle Lamson, Brigham
Young University Graduate School of
Library Science wilJ be available for
consultation./Sign up for an Interview
before Friday }room 147/or calJ 4241.

The Women's Studies program is
sponsoring three films, "Social Change
and the American Woman," "My
Country Occupied,'' and "Joyce at
34. '' March 26 and 27/1 p.m., Ortega
119/8 p.m. in Mitchell 104. Marcil 28
and 29/2:30 p.m., Ortega 119.
The films last about 90 minutes.
Admission free.
The Medical College Admissions
Test (MCAT), required of all applicants
to the UNM School of Medic.ine will be
administered May 4 at UNM.
The deadline for applying to take
the MCAT is April 12. Application
forms are available at the
Testing/Guidance Center. All students
applying for entrance must take the
MCAT in May or October, the only
dates the MCAT will be administered
this year. •
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PART·TIME JOD afternoons & evenings,
MUBt be over 21-years-old. Apply in perBUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
son-graduate students only, SafeWay
Photographer or Entrepreneur
Liquor Store. 6716 Menaul NE,
4/1
operate your own campqs party
business. . Work your·
"BIG HEART" needs your ideas-recycling own hoursp1ctwe
and make a good income. We
freewill dls11ards, unskilled, handicapped, specialize
in
photo
marketing systems for
artists, publicists, signs, graphics, craft8. campus photography.
700 San Mateo NE. 6·6 pm.
3/27
Candid Color Systems, Box 25669
Oklahoma City,_ Oklahoma 73125
7l MISCELLANEOUS
405 787-~313
GOATHEADS GOTCHA DOWN? Thom·
proof tubes, $6.00 pair. Installed tbru
April. THE BIKE SHOP, 823 Yale SE.
+•-aN-MII-MM-illl-tlll-tiii-11-IIIH-11-NI-IItf-KI-1111-111-1111-IIIt-HII-IIn-llft-IIM-Mii-NH-N+
842•9100.
tfn
•
I
"DIG HEART" needs your ideas-recycling
freewill discards, unskilled, handicapped,
artists, publicists, signs, graphics, crafts.
700 San Mateo NE. 4·6 pm.
8/27
f
THUNDERBIRD MAGAZINE Is taklns
~ubml111ions for the next fuue, Drin•
them to room 205 Journalism.
j
ALPACA RUG&-$120, Call evenings,
David, 766·5414, MUST SELL.
4/1

f

Lunches Daily at OKIE'S

I
!

Draft Beer & Hot Sandwich $1
· 11-2 p.m.
·

I

J.t-JII-Itl-lti-1111-M~-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-lll-ll-lli-IIIII-11-III-111-IIM-»11-III-M+

FOR SALE

U1

~~

THIN HOLLOW-body ~piphone one Humbucking, acoustic-electric, 1176 w(cue.
268-3204.
3/28
1968 FORD WINDOW VAN. Rebuilt. 6-cyt:
New paint covers tires nice, 1750. Alao
1959 Ford 2h PU SWB rebuilt, 6-cyl,,
exceptional $550. Nick, 268-8175. Mike,
299-7071.
4/2
'66 CHEVELLE, 65000. Original mileage,
Factory air conditioning, $200, 1811 Sil·
ver Ave SE, #2.
4/2
LOVEADLE GREAT DANE PUPPY.
Black male, 10 weeks old, AKC l'egistered,
4/2
reasonable, 766•5353.
'73 GMC JIMMY. 4:wheel drive, $3950. 268-

w•

ffl

FLOOR LOOM for sate. 26-incb rero. Jack
type. $200 ftrm. 266·3916 eevningl. 4/2

ASTROLOGY
What day of the week were you
born? Get your computer printed
zodiac sign along with a calendar
of the month you were born
(14 x 22). Now only $1. Send name,
birthday & year to Computing
·Systems Corp., P.O. Box 925~, AI·
buquerque, NM 8/119. Please in·
dude 40¢ postage & hanaling,

Authentic Indian
Handmade Jewelry

Pottery
Baskets
Rugs

ZtUNll QtUJE'
ALBUOUEROUE,

n

Battery & Home, Plus
Built-In Battery Charger

1J88

0

.,

c:
0

~

I
I

WITH THIS
COUPON

2 ALBUQUERQUE

STREAK ON OVER TO:

. STORES
SANDIA PLAZA

Zuni & Navajo

324 SAN FELIPE, N.W.
OLD TOWN PLAZA

fOR SALE

SKI T AOS-Iift tickets, $5.00-cheap call
255·2093 after 5 pm,
3/28
~G9 FIAT SPIDER, good condition,
31,000 milllB, good condition, $975. (821·
4/1
0420).
YOGI AND SUKI, both half Wolf, half
Malamute. Hqve had six large pups.
Born Feb. 5. Available March 19. Will be
incredible animals, 753-4956, Espanola,
N.M.
3/27
WHILE THEY LAST. Back l&~~ues of the
Dally Lobo are sold for lOt each In Student Publications Business Office room
205, Joumalism Buildin8'.
'
TURQUOISE & DIAMOND set in gold.
Unusual engagement and wedding ring.
Charley
Romero. 268.3896.
5/3
...... _,,.
..
BICYCLES, BICYCLES, 3, 5 & 10 speeds,
from $79.96, Stop by & look at our new
JapanllSe Takaras. THE BIKE SHOP,
_!~-~ale. SE, 842-~100~tfn
REGISTERED NORWEGIAN Elkhounds,
Puppies & adults. Shots. Monthly terms.
Ph. 867-531)9,
3/29
CLOTHES FROM 1890-1940, beautiful old
quilts, oak furniture, photographic an.
tiques and more. Watch for the opening of The Silver Sunbeam Antiques.
March 23 at 3409 Central NE.
3/22
6)

,t;

BICYCLES: Lowest prices on finest European makes. Some used. 266-1702. Dick
Hallett.
S/29
DIRT Rldera I 1972 OSSA Pioneer 250cc,
1900 miles, 299·8944 (work), 265·0864,
4/1
296·1843.
1954 HARDLY DAVIDSON CHOPPER,
l2flOcc. Rebuilt engine and transmission
(Jots of chrome), $1700, 2C3·1981 after
5:00 pm,
4/1
SOFAS, ONE SECTIONAL, one vinyl.
Two tables, oak. Good condition, 844·

·~-

Sandpaintings
Findings
Rocks

The UNM Muunltlirwering Cluh will meet "=
Wednesduv. Murch 27. 7:30 p.m./SUB Rrn. ~
129. Thus~ people intcre~tcd in allending the
rock dimhing school mu~t attend thi' meeting. For more inl(mmltion/Boh J:rcuh~ 3456109/!lrStl!vcTcrlccki 247-!!112.
~

There will he a meeting Wcdnc~d"y night
ttl 7 p.m .. in mom 2~1E oflhe.s~n tn d~un u
eonstitUtlllll lind UISCUSS ohjeciJYCs of the
UNM Hung Glider ('luh. All interested persons should utlt:nd. We need your help.

New Mextco 87104.
PHONE 765·1714

Candelaria & Juan Tabo
94·4422

FAIR PLAZA
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